Report on ESF Exploratory workshop on ‘Ultracold Chemistry’

Held at European Physical Society, Mulhouse France February 7 to 10, 2005

Summary: This Exploratory meeting was attended by 24 researchers from 7 European Countries who presented talks. This was the first meeting to discuss the opportunities for studying chemistry using cold atoms and molecules as reactive species. The meeting concluded that this is a novel and exciting new area of research that is suitable for rapid exploitation. The meeting further concluded that Europe was well prepared to develop this research, and that such a research programme, once established, would allow Europe to take the lead in a novel and exciting new area of science. The participants agreed that it was important to develop such a research programme and would seek support at both National and EU level with collaborations being strongly supported as they were beneficial to the community, the first part of which was formed at this ESF Workshop.

Summary of the scientific programme and discussion

To date most chemistry has been performed under terrestrial conditions of standard temperature and pressure or under conditions pertaining to industry (e.g. high temperature combustion). In contrast chemistry at low temperatures for example the chemistry leading to an understanding of the chemical reactions leading to ozone depletion in the stratosphere (200K < T < 270K) or the reaction dynamics at temperatures below 50K necessary to understand molecular formation processes in interstellar space have only been developed in the last two decades. At such low temperatures many room temperature reaction channels are closed and reactions are often governed by tunneling with the mechanisms being more akin to those encountered in collision physics- for example the product formation being similar to resonance formation in quantum scattering. Of primary interest are the effects of rotational and vibrational excitation and their manifestation in reaction properties. In addition the ability of external stimuli (e.g. photons and electrons) to trigger chemistry ensures that low temperature chemistry is a new and as yet little understood (and poorly modelled) process albeit one that is prevalent in the upper atmosphere and is the basics of astrochemistry.

Such research requires an interdisciplinary research incorporating both experimental and theoretical expertise in (i) physical and ionic chemistry (ii) atomic and molecular physics (iii) quantum chemistry/molecular structure and (iv) cold atom optics. This workshop was the first opportunity for researchers investigating cold atoms and molecules to formally link with groups conducting research in chemical reactions. It was also be a unique opportunity for researchers in these themes to meet researchers in the applied fields of atmospheric chemistry and astrochemistry where low temperature reactions play a key role. The style of an ESF workshop was an ideal forum or such a meeting since it engendered an informative and open discussion amongst the delegates, most of whom had never met before and who were unfamiliar with the concepts of the other participants research. Recent experimental advances have made it possible to cool gas-phase molecules to temperatures below 1 K and trap them in well-defined states. Even lower temperatures have been achieved for molecules in cold atom traps. These novel capabilities open the way to new technologies based on quantum control of molecular processes and provide us with new ways to explore the fundamental principles that govern low-temperature chemistry.

The meeting concluded that ultracold chemistry might be conveniently (though still rather artificially) divided into several temperature regimes;
1. The very coldest molecules have been produced in atomic traps at temperatures between 1 nK and 1 µK by photoassociation, 3-body collisions and magnetic tuning through Feshbach resonances. Molecular Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) have been produced for molecules such as ²³Li₂ and ³⁶K₂, formed from pairs of fermionic alkali metal atoms in highly excited states. Efforts are under way to extend these techniques to heteronuclear (dipolar) molecules and to transfer the condensate population to low-lying states. The condensates already produced offer new possibilities for complete quantum control of macroscopic molecular assemblies. Dipolar quantum gases, once produced, will offer novel physical properties based on long-range interactions and offer new opportunities for quantum computing and quantum information theory.

2. The temperature regime between 1 mK and ≥1 K is being accessed by a quite different set of methods based on cooling molecules from room temperature by methods such as molecular beam deceleration, buffer gas cooling and slow molecule guiding. Molecules such as OH and NH₃ have already been decelerated and trapped, and many others are under investigation. These studies both offer a new route to condensation for chemically stable species and create a new laboratory in which low-energy beams of state-selected molecules can be collided either with themselves or with molecules in traps.

3. The intermediate range of temperatures between 1 µK to 1 mK has come to be called the ‘ultracold regime’. Collisions between ultracold molecules will be crucial in achieving condensation for molecules cooled from room temperature and the regime can also be accessed by photoassociation in laser-cooled gases.

4. Chemistry at higher temperatures (though still low by normal standards!) 1 to 30K are better understood and may be used to predict effects that might occur at lower temperatures. Chemical reactions occurring between 10 and 15 K are crucial to molecular astrophysics, but are poorly understood in both experimental and theoretical terms. Extrapolating high-temperature rate measurements to astrophysical temperatures is notoriously unreliable. However, here too there have been experimental advances that allow rate coefficients for selected reactions to be measured at temperatures down to 15 K. Extensions of these techniques to the region between 1 K and 10 K are now envisaged, and will complete the link between ultralow-energy collisions and low-temperature chemistry.

In all these areas, theory provides a unifying structure that links different regimes of energy and temperature. At the very lowest temperatures (below 1 µK), atomic and molecular interactions occur in the Wigner regime, with the energy-dependence of cross sections governed by simple power laws that depend on long-range forces. Even here, however, full quantum dynamics calculations are needed to understand complex processes such as reactivity and energy transfer. New theory will also be needed to understand photoassociation and the effects of applied electric and magnetic fields, which will be used to tune photoassociation and control collisions.

At slightly higher temperatures, collisions become more complex. Different partial waves start to interfere. Collisions acquire directionality and scattering resonances become important. Reactive scattering resonances are widely believed to dominate chemical reaction rates at low temperatures, and an improved theoretical understanding of them is badly needed. The new techniques that are now emerging will allow experiments and theory to confront one another at temperatures below 1 K, and this will produce new understanding of resonant collisions.
Low-temperature chemical processes can usefully be divided into those with and without barriers. Reactions without barriers quickly become statistical and are conventionally described by capture theories. Reactions with barriers might be expected to become very slow at low temperatures, but in several cases substantial tunnelling rates persist even in the low-temperature limit. This is likely to be a general phenomenon, but requires full investigation. In particular, long-range potential wells exist in the entrance and exit channels of many reactions; such wells dramatically decrease tunnelling path lengths and increase tunnelling rates, as well as creating the conditions needed for scattering resonances and long-lived collision complexes. However, there are very few reactions for which the long-range wells are properly characterized and their effects understood.

There are also many interesting phenomena involving low-temperature ions and electrons. Ion traps provide a different entrance to the ultracold regime, and low-temperature ion-molecule reactions are important in astrophysical environments. Low-energy electron-molecule collisions are also of great importance. In this case, however, the energy scales are somewhat different. In quantum-mechanical terms, collisions enter the “ultracold” regime when the de Broglie wavelength is large compared to molecular dimensions. For heavy-particle collisions this occurs below 1 mK, but for electrons it occurs below about 10 meV. Such low temperature collisions may form resonance states in turn forming anions that may open new chemical pathways. For example dissociative electron attachment (DEA).

\[ \text{e}^- + \text{ABC} \rightarrow \text{AB}^- + \text{C}. \]

results in a product anion whose chemical reactivity is completely different from the parent species. Furthermore such DEA processes are often ‘open’ even at incident electron energies of a few meV well below the bond dissociation energies. Hence low energy electrons may be used to initiate chemistry at low collisional temperatures.

The meeting also reviewed several areas in which the application of low temperature chemistry was likely to be important. These include both atmospheric and astrophysical processes. The latter are perhaps most relevant to the meeting since in the interstellar medium temperatures as low as 4 K are common, yet in these regions active chemistry must occur to explain the formation of the many complex chemical species observed there. Ion-Molecule chemistry and surface chemistry are believed to be prevalent.

Full details of the talks presented at the meeting are in programme handbook. Also see http://www.isa.au.dk/eps-uc/

**Conclusions:**

The study of ultracold chemistry, or the reactions between ultracold targets is a new discipline that is being made possible by the development of next experimental techniques. It is an exciting and innovative area of research whose potential has yet to be exploited. It is also a field in which quantum mechanical phenomena are expected to dominate. The exploratory meeting was the first opportunity to bring together researchers who, in Europe can develop this field. Accordingly plans to develop this field and the formation of an integrated research community are to be pursued, with the applications to ESF for a Programme grant and to the EU Framework programme.
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